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Origin Story
The Start of My Human Spaceflight Interest
“At about 62 seconds into the flight, the 
control system began to react to counter 
the forces caused by the plume and its 
effects.  The left solid rocket booster 
thrust vector control moved to counter 
the yaw caused by reduced thrust from 
the leaking right solid rocket booster.  
During the next nine seconds, space 
shuttle control systems worked to 
correct anomalies in pitch and yaw 
rates….
Telemetered data indicate a wide variety 
of flight system actions that support the 
visual evidence of the photos as the 
shuttle struggled futilely against the 
forces that were destroying it.”
- Presidential Commission On the Space Shuttle 
Challenger Accident (“The Rogers Commission”)
Space Camp 1990, 1993
Summer before 8th, 11th grades
University of Michigan, Aerospace Engineering
Class of 2000
Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunities
UM’s First Nanotube Production Laboratory
Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunities
UM’s First Nanotube Production Laboratory
Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunities
1999 and 2000 Reduced Gravity Missions
Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunities
First (only) group to produce SWNTs in µg
Career Progression
• “OSO” ISS Flight Controller (2000 – 2005)
• “TITAN” ISS Flight Controller (2003 – 2006)
• Program Integration Engineer (2006 – 2007)
• “RAM” Group Lead (2007 – 2009)
• Special Assistant to the Director of MOD (2009)
• Flight Director (2009 – Present)
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Publications
• Papers
• Experiences with Extra-Vehicular Activities in Response to Critical ISS 
Contingencies (2016)
• https://www.growkudos.com/publications/10.2514%252F6.2016-2462
• Contingency Planning for Removal and Replacement of Critical Equipment 
During Stage Extra-Vehicular Activity (2008)
• https://www.growkudos.com/publications/10.2514%252F6.2008-3287
• Supportability Concepts for Long-Duration Human Exploration Missions (2003)
• https://www.growkudos.com/publications/10.2514%252F6.2003-6240
• Books
• The International Space Station: Operating an Outpost in the New Frontier (2018)
• https://go.usa.gov/xQbvH
• Human Spaceflight Operations Textbook (AIAA/Texas A&M publishing soon)
What is Flight Operations Directorate?
International Space Station – What’s the Point?
Pop Quiz – How many Space Stations has 
the United States had in orbit?
• Answer: 35 and counting
• Skylab
• ~34+ different configurations of the ISS (and counting!)
• 37 Space Shuttle assembly 
missions
• 5 Russian assembly 
missions
• Dozens of cargo supply runs 
from US (x2), Russia, 
Europe, Japan
• Dozens of crew rotation 
flights from US (shuttle) and 
Russia (Soyuz)
• >230 people (many repeat 
visits) from 18 countries
• > 205 spacewalks for 
assembly and maintenance
International Space Station
Assembly Complete
Truss: 109 m
Modules:
51 m
Solar Array:
35 m
LARGE, CAPABLE LABORATORY:
Mass: 420,000 kg
Habitable Volume: 388 m3
Solar Power Generation Capability: 84 kW
Numerous external and internal research platforms
REMOTE OUTPOST:
Altitude: 415 km (250 mi)
Orbital Speed: 28,000 kph (7.8 km/sec)
17,500 mph (5 mi/sec)
Orbital Period: 90 minutes 
(16 sunrises/sunsets per day)
• Started with 2, now >50 
computers
• > 8 miles of electrical wiring
• 2,400+ research investigations 
from more than 100 countries
• > 350,000 sensors
• > 3 million lines of code
Starting from Scratch
Long Term Goals
• Support crews of 6-7 people
• Ample lab space for all 
International Partners
• Prove long-term safe 
sustainability and human 
occupancy of low Earth orbit
• Crews perform mostly research 
and development in areas of 
fundamental sciences to improve 
life on Earth and to support 
exploration further from Earth
How Did We Do It?
Putting It Together
Interim Configurations
Upgrading Components
Never Imagined Repairs
Case Study - MBSU Failure – Fall 2011
• Main Bus Switching Unit (MBSU)
• Key piece of hardware that routes primary power (~160 VDC) from the 8 solar array-fed 
power channels to downstream load distribution equipment
• 4 MBSUs on ISS, each routing 2 power channels
• Each can be ‘cross tied’ to 2 other MBSUs in times of failure so other channels can power a MBSU’s 
loads
• Computer commands direct the opening/closing of switches in each MBSU to perform power routing
• Switch states are generally not changed (can go unchanged for months at a time)
• MBSU 1 had a circuit card failure in Fall 2011 where it stopped communicating with its 
controlling computer
• Switches remained open/closed, power was still being passed, but switch position could not be 
changed
• Decided the current condition was acceptable in the short term but the MBSU needed to 
be replaced “soon”
• Replacement spacewalk targeted for Fall 2012

Two Bolts – How Hard Can It Be?
EVA Start 8 Hours Later
Six Days to Fix the Problem
• Found and utilized technicians that originally installed MBSU 
• Sought input and expertise from hardware experts as well as 
crewmembers who had installed similar (H-Bolt) ORUs on ISS 
previously
• Determined there were two problems
• Foreign Object Debris had likely damaged the truss’s bolt receptacle; possibly 
when originally installed but also during last spacewalk
• Managing side loads on the jacking bolt was critically important
• Once the bolt receptacle was cleaned, dithering would be required!
Thread Cleaning
No Hardware Store Trips Allowed
• How do you clean threads without a tap and die set?
• In space
• In a spacesuit
• With only the tools and parts you have on hand
• Simple – challenge your teams to do it and get out of their way
MBSU Replacement Attempt #2
• Step 1: Clean the threads
• A: Take some zero Gauge (large) wire, spread the individual 
conductors out, and create a ‘wire brush.’  Use Pistol Grip Tool 
(PGT, big cordless drill) to run wire brush in and out of receptacle
• B: Disassemble spare computer in the ISS to retrieve its jacking 
bolt (same size bolt).  Use it, attached to PGT, to chase the threads.
• C: Use compressed air tool to blow debris out of threads
• D: Use modified toothbrush covered in grease for lubricating solar 
array joint, attached to PGT, to lubricate threads
• Dry film lubricant was expected to have been removed on first 
spacewalk or by wire brush
• Step 2: Install by dithering all the way
• Step 3: Complete any tasks possible that were supposed to 
be performed on previous spacewalk
HTV-3’s Abort
• August 2012: HTV grapple fixture stuck on the ISS robot arm as the arm 
backed away
• Caused HTV to drift towards ISS, resulting in an unexpected automated abort
• HTV-4 scheduled for August 2013, 9 months later: 
• Don’t let HTV-3 happen again!
• What happened, why, how do we prevent it?
• Cannot change HTV vehicle design
• ISS Program, Engineering, Flight Operations, Canada, Japan needed to fully 
engage
• Key to on-time success – operating as a High Performing Organization
• Assemble to agree on direction/priorities, release teams to do work, reassemble 
to assess/integrate results and agree on next step(s)
Orbital 
Mechanics
Direction of 
Initial SSRMS 
motion “pull”
Ingenuity, Teamwork, Leadership At All Levels
Lessons in Real World Engineering from a Space Station
• Design for 
growth/expansion/change in your 
system
• Both planned and unplanned 
• Otherwise your design will be the limiting 
factor on the lifecycle of your design
• Teamwork Makes the Dream Work
• Involve Operations/Users in the 
design process as early as possible
Links and Information
• Social Media
• Twitter
• Ed: @Carbon_Flight
• NASA: @NASA
• Space Station: @Space_Station
• Astronauts: @NASA_Astronauts
• Inside Look at Space Station Flight Control (eBook)
• https://go.nasa.gov/2JP8FRW
• Websites
• Spot the Space Station from nearly anywhere on Earth: 
http://spotthestation.nasa.gov
• More on the Space Station: 
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/main/index.html
• Commercial Crew Program: 
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/commercial/crew/index.html
• More on humans going beyond Earth: 
http://www.nasa.gov/topics/journeytomars/index.html
• More on our solar system: 
http://www.nasa.gov/topics/solarsystem/index.html
• Video:
• NASA Television: www.nasa.gov/multimedia/nasatv/index.html
• NASA High Definition Earth Views from ISS: 
http://www.ustream.tv/channel/iss-hdev-payload
• Live video (external or internal) from ISS: 
http://www.ustream.tv/channel/iss-hdev-payload
• ISS Symphony: https://youtu.be/wgdbZhnFD5g
• Paolo Nespoli and Soyuz: https://youtu.be/-l7MM9yoxII
• Riding the Boosters: https://youtu.be/2aCOyOvOw5c
• Longer booster video: https://youtu.be/cLl7oqdm_B8
